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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5299188/ 

 Below is one study of Pub–Med on some natural therapies : 

Black salve is not a natural therapy. It contains significant concentrations of synthetic chemicals. Black 

salve does not appear to possess tumour specificity with in vitro and in vivo evidence indicating normal 

cell toxicity. Black salve does appear to cure some skin cancers, although the cure rate for this therapy is 

currently unknown. The use of black salve should be restricted to clinical research in low risk 

malignancies located at low risk sites until a better understanding of its efficacy and toxicity is developed. 

Where a therapy capable of harm is already being used by patients, it is ethically irresponsible not to 

study and analyse its effects. Although cautionary tales are valuable, black salve research needs to move 

beyond the case study and into the carefully designed clinical trial arena. Only then can patients be 

properly informed of its true benefits and hazards. 

*Below is Vince Curuso brother with one application of Amazon Black Slave . 

                                                              

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Squamous cell carcinoma 

after the application of Black 

salv (a toothpick ‘dob’ in the 

centre of ulcer) the Black Slav 

then attacks the cancer and a 

plug forms. 

The plug then falls out.                                          

The crater that’s left then 

heals and gradually closes over 

as all the cancerous tissue is 

now gone. 

(the pictures left and right are 

an actual case Vince Cruso’s 

brother who has red hair and 

fair skin ) taken 11Nov 2020. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5299188/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amazon Topical Skin Crème “Clinical Use” 

https://www.alphaomegalabs.com/amazon

 

The product is only to be used very sparingly , so directions are only a ‘dob’ on the end of a tooth pick in 

the center of the cancerous lesion is all that’s needed, on a bigger cancer a second treatment may be 

needed.  

Also keep the lesion ‘aired out’ as m

surrounding infection. 

The ‘smell’ of the wound is necrosis of the flesh (dead flesh) as the cancer kills off cells 

Diet : minimize any refined sugars as high sugar diets feed cancer

various types of  fungus. 

 

Graham Healy   

Mob 0411393503 

founder Healy’s Health 1985 

Remember,  

YOUR HEALTH IS YOUR GREATEST ASSET
 

 

 

 

 

www.healyslowerbackpain.com 

www.healyshealth.com  

 

Amazon Topical Skin Crème “Clinical Use” above is the only one to use it is formulated in USA link below:

https://www.alphaomegalabs.com/amazon-black-topical-salve-the-original-formula-1990

he product is only to be used very sparingly , so directions are only a ‘dob’ on the end of a tooth pick in 

the center of the cancerous lesion is all that’s needed, on a bigger cancer a second treatment may be 

Also keep the lesion ‘aired out’ as much as possible , spray regularly with ‘silver water’ for any 

The ‘smell’ of the wound is necrosis of the flesh (dead flesh) as the cancer kills off cells 

Diet : minimize any refined sugars as high sugar diets feed cancer cells or any  similar growths and 

YOUR HEALTH IS YOUR GREATEST ASSET 
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only one to use it is formulated in USA link below: 

1990-2003.html 

he product is only to be used very sparingly , so directions are only a ‘dob’ on the end of a tooth pick in 

the center of the cancerous lesion is all that’s needed, on a bigger cancer a second treatment may be 

uch as possible , spray regularly with ‘silver water’ for any 

The ‘smell’ of the wound is necrosis of the flesh (dead flesh) as the cancer kills off cells around it . 

cells or any  similar growths and 

https://www.alphaomegalabs.com/amazon-black-topical-salve-the-original-formula-1990-2003.html
http://www.healyslowerbackpain.com/
http://www.healyshealth.com/

